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A card game for 2–6 players from 8 Years up, who can thus enjoy 
threedimensional thinking in a novel manner. 

Components: The rules and 48 cards (16 left and 16 right box sides, 
12 box tops and 4 open box components). Graphics by Matthias 
Wittig
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NOTE: 
The play area needs to be relatively lage and all the players should 
sit on the same side unless they are experienced in the game an can 
recognize the three-dimensional construction of the boxes „upside 
down“. For beginners it is better to construct the pictures which 
describe the scoring system.

AIM OF THE GAME: 
The players work together to build a stack of boxes according to the 
rules laid down. The players try to score as many points as possible 
by clever building, rebuilding and observation of the stack and the 
cards their opponents. The player with the most points at the end 
is the winner.

PREPARATION: 
A starting box made up of three cards is set out on the table. The 
remaining 45 cards are shuffled thoroughtly and laid facedown as 
one deck ready for picking up. One of the players is chosen to keep 
the score and it is agreed who shall begin.

LAY-DOWN RULE: 
A player whose turn it is must build or rebuild after taking up a card 
if this is possible. The move must be worth at least one point to the 
player. The card that has been picked up can but does not have to 
be included in the move.
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METHOD OF PLAY: 
The players each take a card in turn and lay these faceup in front of 
them. Building begins in the second round at the earliest with one 
of the following five possibilities:
(The open boxes, whose importance will be described later, should 
preferably not be played right at the beginning.)

startingbox
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SCORING: 
The principle of scoring in this game is „a little is a lot and a lot does 
not amount to much“. On this principle a box built of three cards is 
worth zero points. No player is going to build according to the lay-
down rule (see below).

Points: A box built with two cards eams one point.
 A box built with one card earns two points.
 A box built with no cards earns three points.

The numer of points is increased when several boxes are construc-
ted at one and the same time. The following examples will explain 
the scoring of points. 
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Building steps 1–4 bring their players one point each (a new box 
with 2 cards). The fourth player could have earned three more 
points with the box that the following player now builds without 
using any additional cards (5).
The next card (arrow, sketch 6) scores five points, because there 
must be another invisible box, which is created without using a 
card and thus wins three points, underneath the top box (created 
with one card and thus scoring two points).
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The following example shows a reconstruction that brings a score 
of nine points for the expenditure of three cards. In the case of such 
or even bigger reconstructions a note should be made of the num-
bers of boxes and of the player’s cards. Another count is then made 
after the move is complete. Each additional box cores three points. 
Then the number of additional cards used up (three in the example) 
is subtracted from this sum (in the example four boxes = twelve 
points). In some cases it is possible to end a building step with 
more cards than at the start; each extra scores a plus point.

KNOCKING: 
If a player overlooks a building possibility, that es, says that he or 
she has no possibility of scoring, then the point or points belong to 
the first person to knock. This person then carries out the construc-
tion and receives the points; however, of someone knocks by mis-
take then all the others receive two points.

OPEN BOXES: 
Four cards are used for building open boxes. These cards may not 
be rebuilt once they have been included in the stack. They prevent 
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the many possible building strategies towards the end of the game 
always resulting in a cube-shaped stack of boxes four high, four 
broad and four deep.
A new layer of boxes may naturally be built under the box stack 
with the open box (the cards of the open box are not touched!). 
Such a new layer often wins a particularly large number of points.

In the following example, two boxes are first demolished, then nine 
(!) new boxes are built up using only 2 cards. Result 27 points (9 
new boxes) minus 6 points (2 boxes that were demolished at the 
beginning) minus 2 points (2 cards used up) = 19 points won.

The simple exchance of a built-in lid for an „open box“ card ist not 
allowed.
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END OF GAME: 
The game comes to an end when the deck of cards has been used 
up and no one can win points by individua moves. The winner ist 
the player with the highest score.
(It can also be agreed that the player with the lowest score can then 
use the cards lying before all the other players to his or her advan-
tage. Or much more difficult, the player who can score the most 
points with the remaining cards may use them.)

THE DEMOLITION GAME
(best played by three or five players)
The completed stack of boxes is demolished in turns. It must be 
reduced in size by exactly one box at each move, even if the player 
concerned does not gain any cards (see example). In this version of 
the game the cards that are removed make up the score (one card 
= one point).
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The back card at the top not be removed, otherwise two boxes 
would disappear. Repositioning three causes the front top box to 
disappear, without the player gaining a card. The following player 
can win a card.
During the demolition the open boxes may only be removed when 
no closed boxes are available.
At the end the winner is the person with the most cards.

I dedicate this game to my mother, who tried, with little success, to 
teach me to be orderly.


